
Promote the Highest Standards 
of Academic Integrity
Address the unique challenges of a digital world with  
Imagine Edgenuity
Widely accessible information on the internet today means students often try to find the easy way out of 
challenging assignments, particularly when working virtually, which makes it harder for educators to maintain 
high standards of academic integrity.

As your partner in education, Imagine Edgenuity aims to support your goal to ensure academic integrity among 
your students.

Use insights from embedded features
PLAGIARISM CHECKER
Plagiarism Checker* automatically scans final student 
essay submissions and alerts educators when a possible 
plagiarism match is found. Through educator feedback 
and collaboration, we continuously look for ways to further 
enhance this feature.

It allows teachers to:

 ● View all scans in the individual student’s gradebook
 ● Easily analyze results with less than 15% matches 

appearing in green and over 15% appearing in red
 ● Download detailed plagiarism reports that show an overall 

percentage match along with a list of sources revealing the 
similarities between the source text and the student’s work

SPEED RADAR
Speed Radar* helps you see when students are progressing 
through activities more quickly than expected. This can be a 
sign of low engagement or could indicate the use of scripting 
software to quickly advance through the assigned tasks.

GENERATIVE ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (AI) DETECTOR*
Generative AI Detector* scans to report the confidence level 
that the text was written by a human vs. an AI tool.

*These features are available as part of the Academic Integrity 
Bundle. To learn more or get these features activated for your 
district, please contact your Imagine Learning Account Executive.
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Implement district-level settings
SECURELOCK BROWSER
The SecureLock Browser Experience prevents students from opening new tabs, browsers, or 
programs while they’re working in Imagine Edgenuity. This setting leverages your district’s existing 
Active Directory or Google Admin setup to create a single Imagine Edgenuity profile that students 
must use to access their coursework. This feature can be combined with IP Registry to control 
access to Imagine Edgenuity outside the school network.

IP REGISTRY
When activated, IP Registry can block students from accessing assessments from home —  
or block students from accessing Imagine Edgenuity from outside the school network at all. If a 
student gets to an assessment while working at home, the system can bypass it so the student can 
continue working; the student will automatically be presented with that assessment when they 
return to school.

Course-level settings at your fingertips
TEACHER REVIEW
Teacher Review is a proctoring option that alerts educators when a student has reached an 
assessment, giving the teacher the chance to review submitted work and confirm that the student 
is completing their work as expected. Students must complete an unlocked assessment while the 
teacher is proctoring and cannot open the assessment offsite.

HIDE VIEWED QUESTIONS WHEN SAVE/EXIT IS ENABLED
This feature allows students to start working on an assessment, save their progress, and return to 
finish the assessment at a later time. Questions students have already seen can be hidden when 
the assessment is accessed again. This allows students to complete an assessment at their own 
pace, while also preventing students from revisiting questions after potentially consulting outside 
sources for assistance.

ASSESSMENT ATTEMPTS/AUTOMATIC PROGRESSION
This governs the number of retakes allowed on assessments. When turned on, automatic 
progression will record the student’s highest score in the gradebook once the maximum attempts 
are met. This feature helps ensure students’ best efforts by informing them upfront how many 
attempts they’ll have on an assessment. 

GRADE WEIGHTS 
Grade Weights shows students how much weight an activity type has on their overall grade in a 
course. Students will be able to treat highly weighted activities with more importance and allocate 
their study efforts accordingly. 
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